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Abstract 

Background: Rapid scientific advances have significantly decreased the half life of medical 

sciences and posed big challenges to healthcare systems and fields, including nursing. Nurses  

need  to learn  how to transfer their knowledge to practice also noted that nurses’ active 

involvement in their own learning is an absolute prerequisite to lifelong learningThe present 

study was carried out having development of self-directed learning process in clinical nurses 

as the main objective. 

Methods: The present study was carried out as a qualitative study with Grounded Theory 

approach. In this research we have utilized number of    semi-structured interviews with    

participants (   nurses and   physician). The study setting was all three hospitals affiliated to 

Isfahan Social Security Organization. Data collection duration was    months from June 

     to November     . In order to recognize concepts and analysis process, the collected 

data were analyzed using method specified in research of Corbin and Strauss in     . 

Findings: Analysis of the data a presented the core category of up-to-date: striving for self-

regulation in learning. Our findings provided us with   main category and    sub category. 

The implicit learning has provision of self-directed learning trait which it is constituted from 

two sub level namely self-management in learning and  clinical opportunities use. The second 

discovered level is stiving for knowledge acquisition which has sensory perceptions, self 

evaluation and suspended judgment as it is sub levels. Our third level is travelling evolutional 

in profession is to apprenticeship, masterly performance and self nurtured. The forth level is  

acquisition ability through nurse powerful acquiring, patient rehabilitation and 

interprofessional learning. The result of data analysis for context show the three main 

category of personal factors, clinical setting nature and structure of nursing education. 

Conclusion: The dynamic self-directed learning process is a multidimensional approach 

which depends on background conditions. This approach is implemented intellectual and 

experiential activities which has knowledge, find and ability it is sub levels. Findings 

presented in this study can be considered as an approach which can be implemented learning 

in clinical setting. 
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